Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Dose-response meta-analysis (DRMA) represents a specific type of meta-analysis that combines, from studies addressing a same question, dose-specific effect estimates of certain exposure on the outcome of interest \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\]. One important merit of DRMA is its capacity to explore potentially differential effects according to varying level of exposure \[[@CR3], [@CR4]\], which may better inform clinical decisions, particularly when a putative dose-response effect falls into the topic of clinical interest.

An increasing number of systematic reviews (SR) and DRMAs (SR-DRMAs) have been published over the past several years. Clinically meaningful SR-DRMAs largely rely on rigorous design and conduct of study and analysis of data. Nevertheless, the optimal use of findings from such studies also depends on the reporting of SR-DRMAs. Previous studies have highlighted the importance of reporting for systematic review and meta-analysis, and insufficient reporting often results in less effective use of research evidence in clinical practice \[[@CR5], [@CR6]\]. In a survey of random sample of systematic reviews, most were found to be poorly reported, particularly for some important aspects of the methods (e.g. literature search, quality assessment) \[[@CR7]\]. Lack of such information would reduce effective assessment of quality of evidence.

Up to now, the standard of reporting of published SR-DRMAs is unclear. Although a few studies have been used for the development of clinical practice guideline \[[@CR8], [@CR9]\], concerns remain as to whether the reporting information is adequate to support clinical decisions. This is particularly true for DRMAs because of the sophisticated methodologies used in those studies \[[@CR10]\]. In order to fully understand the reporting of published SR-DRMAs, we conducted a cross-sectional study to examine the epidemiology of those SR-DRMAs, the quality of reporting and characteristics influencing the reporting.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

This study was based on a major systematic survey that examined epidemiological characteristics, methodological and reporting quality, and associated characteristics of published SR-DRMAs of exclusively binary outcomes. In this study, we reported the findings about the quality of reporting and associated characteristics.

Eligibility criteria {#Sec3}
--------------------

We included published SR-DRMAs (aggregate) of binary outcomes across all disease areas. The definition of DRMA has been mentioned in the introduction. The definition of systematic review was based on the Cochrane handbook (version 5.2) \[[@CR11]\]. We defined aggregate DRMA as a dose-response meta-analysis that uses aggregate data (study level data). We did not consider pooled analysis as it may failed to employ a comprehensive literature search (at least 1 database). We excluded brief report (i.e. a short demonstration of research results), letter, and conference abstracts since such type of publication contains limited information of reporting items.

Literature search and screening {#Sec4}
-------------------------------

We searched MEDLINE, EMBASE, and Wiley online library for SR-DRMAs published between January 2011 and July 2017. No language restriction was applied. We used both MeSH terms and free-text words to develop the search strategy, which was primarily drafted by one experienced author (CX), and finalized after discussion within a group of four investigators with expertise in literature search. The details of search strategy can be found in Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}.

Two methods-trained authors (CX and YL), independently and in duplicate, screened titles and abstracts of searched reports, as well as full texts of potentially eligible articles. Any disagreement was discussed by the two authors; if no consensus was achieved, a third author (XS) would be involve for the final judgment.

Data collection {#Sec5}
---------------

Using pre-defined, pilot tested data collection forms, two methods-trained authors (CX and PLJ), independently and in duplicate, extracted data from the eligible articles. They collected the following information from each eligible article: first author's name, year of publication, journal published in, region of the first author, number of authors listed, affiliations of authors, funding information, databases searched, number of original studies included, primary outcome by disease area, category of subject (i.e. intervention, epidemiology, diagnose, prognosis), reporting checklists employed, type of studies, and polynomial model used for the statistical analysis (e.g. quadratic polynomial, restricted cubic spline).

We used the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) statement \[[@CR6]\], with slight modifications, to assess the reporting quality of included SR-DRMAs (CX and YL). We removed the item "*structured summary*", since the summaries of the studies reporting SR-DRMAs vary considerably across journals, and many journals reporting unstructured summaries often require sufficient details. Second, we slightly modified the wording for three items to make it appropriate for a DRMA. In details, we modified 1) the wording of item *"identify the report as a systematic review, meta-analysis, or both"* into *"identify the report as a systematic review, dose-response meta-analysis, or both"*; 2) the wording of item *"present effect estimates and confidence intervals of each study"* into *"present dose-specific effects and confidence intervals of each study"*; and 3) the wording of item *"present results of each meta--analysis down, with confidence intervals and measures of consistency (best with forest plot)"* into *"present results of each dose-response meta--analysis down, with confidence intervals and measures of consistency (best with pooled dose-response curve)".* Considering SR-DRMAs were mostly conducted by observational studies that some quality tips may not be covered by PRISMA, we added another 6 items from the MOOSE (Meta-analyses Of Observational Studies in Epidemiology) checklist \[[@CR12]\]. These includes *"qualifications of searchers", "effort to include all available studies", "use of hand searching", "method of addressing articles published in languages other than English", "assessment of confounding", and "assessment of heterogeneity"*. In addition, the item *"provide a general interpretation of the results in the context of other evidence, and implications for future research"* from PRISMA checklist was presented as two by MOOSE checklist as "*alternative interpretation of the results*" and "*implication for future research*". We then used the idea from the MOOSE checklist. As a result, the modified checklist included 33 items (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S1).

To ensure the assessment of quality, we required that each assessor (CX and YL) should spend at least 30 min for assessing each article, and they were asked to complete up to 20 reports each day. For the two assessors, one (CX) is the co-primary author for the "one-stage" DRMA model of the robust error meta-regression (REMR) \[[@CR4]\] and another one (YL) has 3 years' experience of conducting dose-response meta-analysis.

Statistical analysis {#Sec6}
--------------------

We summarized the baseline characteristics (e.g. number of authors, year of publish) by descriptive statistics. These include the median value (quartile range) or mean value (standard error) to measure the central tendency and variability for continuous variables, while the count and percentage to measure dichotomous or categorical variables.

For each item, we calculated the adherence rate of each specific reporting items, which was the percentage of all published SR-DRMAs adhering to the item. We judged that an item was well reported if it was reported by 80% or more of the SR-DRMAs, or under reported if less than 80% \[[@CR13]\].

We calculated the adherence of published SR-DRMAs to the pre-specified reporting items. We defined that a reporting item was adhered by an individual study if that study reported the information required by the item, and thus assigned one point for that item. If a study met the reporting requirement of all items, a total of 33 points would be assigned for that study (i.e. the total reporting score), which was commonly employed in similar researches \[[@CR14], [@CR15]\]. A higher score means better quality.

We pre-specified five variables for exploring their influence on the reporting quality \[[@CR15], [@CR16]\]. These were region of first author (Asia Pacific versus European versus America), number of authors (\<=4, 5--6, 7--8, and \> 8, according to the inter-quartiles), year of publication, involvement of any methodologist (yes versus no), and use of any reporting checklist (yes versus no). We assessed that a SR-DRMA involved a methodologist if any of the authors and those listed in the acknowledgement section was affiliated with department of epidemiology, statistics, mathematics, evidence-based medicine, and public health. The five variables were assessed against multicollinearity. A correlation of less than 0.4 was considered weakly correlated \[[@CR17]\].

We used the weighted least square regression to investigate the association between reporting quality and the five pre-specified variables that all variables were entered simultaneously in the regression model \[[@CR4]\]. Given the potential correlations of the reporting quality of SR-DRMAs published in the same journal, each journal was treated as a cluster in the regression model. We used generalized estimating equation regression with robust variance as a sensitivity analysis to see if the results were stable. To better understand the effects of the variables on the quality, we further employed a multivariable regression (post hoc) to see the association between pre-specified variables and the quality score of each domain of the checklist (i.e. title and introduction, methods, results, discussion and funding information).

All the analyses were conducted in the Stata14.0/SE software (STATA, College Station, TX, Serial number: 10699393), with alpha = 0.05 as the criterion for statistical significance.

Results {#Sec7}
=======

We searched 7061 records. After excluding duplicates and abstract screening, 1306 reports were potentially eligible. By reading full texts, we finally included 529 SR-DRMAs (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). A full list of the included SR-DRMAs was presented in supplementary file (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S2).Fig. 1The Flow chart of literature screen

The 529 SR-DRMAs were published in 174 academic journals (number of publications per journal: 1 to 33). Among those, 410 (77.5%) were published in specialist journals and 119 (22.5%) in general journals; 353 (66.8%) were conducted by authors from Asia-Pacific region, 129 (24.4%) from Europe, and 47 (8.9%) from North America. Most of SR-DRMAs (75.0%) were published after 2014. The median number of authors of was 6 \[interquartile range (IQR): 4, 8\]. The median number of databases searched was 2 (IQR: 2, 3), and 61 studies (11.5%) searched only 1 database. Regarding the reporting guideline, there were 204 (38.6%) of SR-DRMAs used the MOOSE statement, 109 (20.6%) used PRISMA statement, while 179 (33.8%) did not use any of the reporting guidelines. In addition, of those 529 studies, 349 (66.0%) involved methodologist, and 337 (66.0%) received financial supports (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). The majority of the SR-DRMAs focused on epidemiology (*n* = 525, 99.2%). The three most commonly disease outcomes were cancer (*n* = 260, 49.15%), cardiovascular diseases (*n* = 118, 22.31%), and diabetes (*n* = 45, 8.5%).Table 1Basic characteristics of published DRMA in past 7 yearsCategory by itemsAll publications (*N* = 529)No. of authors \[median (first to third quartile)\]6 (4 to 8)  ≤ 4171 (32.33%) 5 \~  8278 2.55%)  \> 880 (15.12%)Year of publish 201135 (6.62%) 201244 (8.32%) 201356 (10.59%) 2014117 (22.12%) 2015120 (22.68%) 201685 (16.07%) 2017 (up to July-31)72 (13.61%)Database searched \[median ((first to third quartile))\]2 (2 to 3)  ≤ 161 (11.53%) 2 \~  3385 (72.78%)  \> 383 (15.69%)Journal distribution (*n* = 174 for journal numbers) Specialist journal410 (77.50%) General journal119 (22.50%)Methodologist involved Yes349 (65.97%) No180 (34.03%)Design of source study Cohort318 (60.11%) Case-control7 (1.32%) Cross-section3 (0.57%) Mixed199 (37.62%) CCT and RCT2 (0.38%)Classification of subject Epidemiology525 (99.24%) Intervention1 (0.19%) Prognosis2 (0.38%) Diagnose1 (0.19%)Primary outcome Cancer260 (49.15%) CVD118 (22.31%) Type 2 Diabetes45 (8.51%) Fracture and Osteoarthritis21 (3.97%) CVD and Cancer/Diabetes13 (2.46%) Metabolic Syndrome or Obesity13 (2.46%) Pregnancy Outcomes (e.g. neonatal death, low birth weight)12 (2.27%) Dementia/Cognitive impairment/Alzheimer's Disease/Parkinson's disease12 (2.27%) Depression6 (1.13%) Digestive tract disease (e.g. pancreatitis, gallbladder disease)12 (2.27%) Urinary System disease (e.g. urolithiasis)6 (1.13%) Others (e.g. Cataract, Gout)12 (2.27%)No. of included studies \[median ((first to third quartile))\]14 (10 to 21)  ≤ 10151 (28.54%) 11 \~  21247 (46.69%)  \> 21130 (24.57%) Missing1 (0.19%)Region Asian350 (66.16%) European129 (24.39%) America47 (8.88%) Australia3 (0.57%)Reporting checklist PRISMA109 (20.60%) MOOSE204 (38.56%) PRISMA + MOOSE31 (5.86%) Other6 (1.13%) None179 (33.84%)Model used in trend approximation^a^ RCS regression295 (55.77%) FP regression61 (11.53%) Other non-linear regression21 (3.97%) Linear152 (28.73%)Funding Yes337 (63.71%) No54 (10.21%) Not reported138 (26.09%)^a^*RCS* restricted cubic spline, *FP* fractional polynomial; other non-linear regression including natural cubic spline, quadratic polynomial, et al.

Reporting quality of included SR-DRMAs {#Sec8}
--------------------------------------

Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} presents the adherence of published SR-DRMAs to each of the reporting item. The overall score for reporting quality was 25.52 (standard error: 2.36; median 26, first -- third quartile: 24, 27). In summary, of those 33 items, 23 were highly adhered to by the SR-DRMAs. Ten items (10/33) were under reported by these SR-DRMAs, while 7 of which refer to the methods domain. The details were as follows.Fig. 2The adherence rate of each reporting items

For the reporting of title and introduction, all of the three items were highly adhered. These included: identified the report as a systematic review (*n* = 521, adherence rate = 98.5%), described the rationale in the introduction (*n* = 519, 98.1%), provided an explicit objective in the introduction (*n* = 526, 99.4%).

For the reporting of methods domain, 11 out of the 18 items were highly adhered to by these SR-DRMAs, while 7 were under reported. Highly adhered items: specified criteria for eligibility (*n* = 512, 96.8%), described database sources (*n* = 527, 99.6%), described the use of hand searching (*n* = 506, 95.7%), described method of data extraction (*n* = 440, 83.2%), described any variable definition and data assumption (*n* = 483, 91.3%), stated the principal summary measures (*n* = 443, 83.7%), stated the methods for confounding assessment (*n* = 498, 94.1%), described methods for combining results (*n* = 525, 99.2%), described methods for heterogeneity assessment (*n* = 517, 97.7%), stated the methods for publication bias (*n* = 506, 95.7%), described methods of additional analyses (*n* = 505, 95.5%). Under reported items: indicated that a review protocol exists (*n* = 45, 8.5%), clarified the qualifications of searchers (*n* = 9, 1.7%), presented full electronic search strategy (*n* = 137, 25.9%), described any (or no) effort to include all available studies (*n* = 121, 22.9%), described methods for languages other than English (*n* = 145, 27.4%), stated the process for selecting studies (*n* = 107, 20.2%), described methods used for assessing risk of bias (*n* = 326, 61.6%).

For the reporting of results domain (7 items), all but 1 were highly adhered. Highly adhered items: presented the screen process and eligible studies (*n* = 508, 96.0%), presented characteristics of included studies (*n* = 522, 98.7%), presented summarized dose-response relationship and confidence interval (*n* = 512, 96.8%), presented results of each study (*n* = 528, 99.8%), presented results of publication bias (*n* = 503, 95.1%), presented results of additional analysis (*n* = 514, 97.2%). Under adhered item: presented results of risk of bias (*n* = 295, 55.8%).

For the reporting of discussion and funding information (5 items), 3 of which were highly adhered while 2 were under reported. Highly adhered items: summarized the main findings (*n* = 519, 98.1%), discussed the general limitations (n = 503, 95.1%), provided general interpretation of the results (*n* = 460, 86.96%). Under adhered items: provided implications for future research (*n* = 329, 62.2%), and described sources of funding (*n* = 392, 74.1%).

Study characteristics associated with reporting quality {#Sec9}
-------------------------------------------------------

Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} presents the distribution of overall reporting quality scores across those 529 studies. There was no obvious multicollinearity among the five variables. In the multivariable regression analysis, studies with a larger number of authors \[5 to 6 vs. 4 or less (regression coefficient = 0.78; 95% CI: 0.35, 1.20; *P* \<  0.001)\], studies published more recently (regression coefficient = 0.38; 95% CI: 0.28, 0.47; P for trend \< 0.001), the use of reporting guideline (regression coefficient = 0.98; 95% CI: 0.63, 1.32), and involvement of methodologist (regression coefficient = 0.86; 95% CI: 0.42, 1.32; *P* \<  0.001) were statistically associated with better reporting quality (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). The sensitivity analysis showed that the results were similar (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}).Fig. 3The distribution of global reporting qualityTable 2Multivariable regression analysis of potential factors for reporting qualityInfluential factorsEstimated regression coefficients (95%CI)Multivariable*P-*valueSensitivity analysis*P-*valueNo. of authors  ≤ 4ReferenceReference 5 \~  60.78 (0.35, 1.20)\<  0.0010.73 (0.28, 1.18)0.002 7\~  80.86 (0.37, 1.36)0.0010.68 (0.18, 1.19)0.008  \> 81.15 (0.61, 1.70)\<  0.0010.99 (0.48, 1.49)\<  0.001Year of publication 2011ReferenceReference 20120.39 (−0.41, 1.20)0.3380.77 (− 0.05, 1.58)0.066 20131.23 (0.28, 2.18)0.0111.12 (0.18, 2.05)0.020 20140.93 (0.13, 1.74)0.0231.08 (0.20, 1.96)0.016 20151.35 (0.58, 2.11)0.0011.39 (0.54, 2.25)0.001 20162.01 (1.28, 2.75)\<  0.0012.19 (1.38, 3.00)\<  0.001 2017 (up to July-31)2.39 (1.60, 3.18)\<  0.0012.56 (1.62, 3.52)\<  0.001 Linear trend test0.38 (0.28, 0.47)\<  0.0010.38 (0.27, 0.50)\<  0.001Use of reporting guidance NoReferenceReference Yes0.98 (0.63, 1.32)\<  0.0010.99 (0.61, 1.37)\<  0.001Region EuropeanReferenceReference Asia Pacific−0.21 (− 0.66, 0.23)0.348− 0.28 (− 0.74, 0.17)0.224 America− 0.18 (−1.31, 0.95)0.752− 0.54 (−1.61, 0.53)0.320Methodologist involved NoReferenceReference Yes0.86 (0.42, 1.32)\<  0.0010.78 (0.36, 1.19)\<  0.001The multivariable regression was based on weighted least square linear regression; the sensitivity analysis was based on generalized estimating equation (GEE); both the two methods with the variance estimation based on robust standard error

The correlations of the quality score among the four domains were small (range from 0.003 to 0.357). Therefore, the regression for each domain was conducted separately (Additional file [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}). The results showed that, number of authors (more authors), year of publication (more recently), the use of reporting guideline, and involvement of methodologist mainly contributed the reporting quality of the methods and results domains while not associated with the reporting of the title and introduction (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}).Table 3Multivariable regression analysis of potential factors for reporting quality of each domainInfluential factorsReporting domains and estimated regression coefficientsTitle and Introduction*P*-valueMethods*P*-valueResults*P*-valueConclusion*P*-valueNo. of authors  ≤ 4ReferenceReferenceReferenceReference 5 \~  60.02 (−0.03, 0.06)0.4570.50 (0.20, 0.80)0.0010.17 (0.03, 0.31)0.0180.20 (0.05, 0.36)0.011 7\~  8−0.01 (− 0.05, 0.04)0.8190.57 (0.22, 0.92)0.0020.09 (−0.05, 0.23)0.2080.10 (−0.10, 0.30)0.315  \> 80.04 (−0.02, 0.09)0.1790.64 (0.23, 1.04)0.0020.10 (−0.07, 0.27)0.2530.33 (0.12, 0.55)0.003Year of publication 2011ReferenceReferenceReferenceReference 20120.01 (−0.00, 0.02)0.1980.37 (−0.30, 1.04)0.2790.36 (0.05, 0.68)0.025−0.29 (− 0.69, 0.11)0.157 20130.00 (−0.01, 0.01)0.8190.68 (−0.04, 1.41)0.0620.45 (0.15, 0.75)0.004−0.15 (− 0.49, 0.19)0.387 20140.01 (0.00, 0.02)0.0480.49 (0.06, 1.33)0.1420.54 (0.23, 0.85)0.001−0.19 (− 0.55, 0.18)0.318 20150.00 (−0.02, 0.02)0.9640.69 (0.06, 1.33)0.0320.65 (0.34, 0.96)\<  0.001−0.04 (− 0.40, 0.31)0.818 2016−0.00 (− 0.02, 0.01)0.7091.03 (0.41, 1.64)0.0010.81 (0.53, 1.08)\<  0.0010.10 (−0.24, 0.45)0.552 2017 (up to July-31)0.00 (−0.02, 0.01)0.9141.50 (0.82, 2.18)\<  0.0010.83 (0.53, 1.13)\<  0.001−0.16 (− 0.53, 0.21)0.399Use of reporting guidance NoReferenceReferenceReferenceReference Yes−0.00 (−0.02, 0.04)0.0830.57 (0.32, 0.82)\<  0.0010.25 (0.13, 0.38)\<  0.0010.17 (0.03, 0.32)0.020Region EuropeanReferenceReferenceReferenceReference Asia Pacific−0.03 (−0.06, − 0.001)0.042− 0.45 (− 0.77, − 0.13)0.0060.24 (0.07, 0.41)0.005−0.10 (− 0.26, 0.06)0.230 America0.00 (−0.06, 0.01)0.637−0.14 (− 0.93, 0.65)0.720−0.08 (− 0.36, 0.19)0.552−0.14 (− 0.39, 0.12)0.302Methodologist involved NoReferenceReferenceReferenceReference Yes−0.00 (−0.02, 0.02)0.8590.32 (0.06, 0.58)0.0150.10 (−0.02, 0.22)0.0950.40 (0.24, 0.56)\<  0.001Note: The correlations of the four domains were small, ranges from 0.003 to 0.357

Discussion {#Sec10}
==========

In this study, we found that the adherence in two-thirds of the reporting items of SR-DRMAs was generally good. Reporting on some items, however, needs to be improved, especially those items refer to the methods domain. These including indication of a review protocol, clarifying the qualifications of searchers, statement of any effort to include all available studies, description methods for languages other than English, presentation of full electronic search strategy, statement about the process for selecting studies, description about methods used for assessing risk of bias, presentation of results about risk of bias, presentation of implications for future research, and statement about sources of funding. In particular, the reporting about study protocol and qualifications of searchers are the two least reported items. The under-reporting about study protocol is partly because some journals have not required registration of systematic reviews. The failure to report the qualifications of searchers is probably due to librarians were seldom involved in such types of meta-analysis. In addition, very few authors failed to report whether they taken any effort to get all available studies.

We also found that studies with more authors and involvement of methodologists were associated with better reporting. Our further analysis suggested that this positive effect was mainly due to the improvement of the methods domain. This highlighted the importance of inviting collaborations in the conduct and reporting of systematic reviews. In particular, SR-DRMAs are usually more sophisticated than traditional meta-analyses of pair-wise comparisons. The methodological sophistication often requires more careful planning and reporting of methods details. Involvement of more authors with diverse backgrounds, particularly those who have methodological expertise, would improve the quality of such studies. In the regression analysis, we also found that the use of reporting guideline was associated with better reporting quality, detailed in the methods domain, the results domain, and the conclusion domain. In addition, the trend test within the multiple regression showed that the quality of reporting has improved over the years. Similarly, the improvement of the reporting mainly reflected in the methods and results domains. This finding is supported by a previous survey of meta-analyses of vascular surgery \[[@CR18]\]. These represent a good phenomenon in the scientific reporting of SR-DRMAs.

The findings of adherence were of somewhat similar to an earlier comprehensive survey of the reporting of SRs \[[@CR19]\]. In that research, the authors found that less than 6% of the SRs provided a protocol, 38% specified the method for risk of bias assessment, and 30% presented the results of risk of bias. The adherence rate of the three items in current study were 8.5, 61.6, and 55.8% respectively. In addition, in both of our survey on SR-DRMAs and the previous survey on all SRs, the title, introduction, eligible criteria, source of database, summery measurements, and limitations were generally well complied.

In a recent survey on meta-analysis, authors reported that financial support was associated with better reporting \[[@CR20]\]. Gagnier et al. \[[@CR21]\] observed positive association between reporting of funding source and the whole reporting quality. In our study, we did not include the funding information in the regression analysis, mainly because the item "reporting of financial information" was part of the PRISMA statement. Nevertheless, the reporting of financial information still needs to be improved since about a quarter of the SR-DRMAs failed to provide this information, while this issue is more serious (almost 2/3) in the previous survey \[[@CR19]\].

There were differences between our findings and earlier studies. One study \[[@CR20]\] included all types of meta-analysis in urological literature and categorized reporting quality as binary outcome (superior quality vs. non-superior), but did not observe any association between number of authors and superior quality. Nagendrababu et al. \[[@CR22]\] included all types of meta-analysis in Endodontics also found no association between number of authors and reporting quality. Gagnier et al. assessed the focused on orthopaedic systematic reviews, and found no difference of the reporting quality over publication years \[[@CR21]\]. Adie et al. \[[@CR23]\] summarized the meta-analyses of surgical interventions, but they did not find significant difference of the reporting quality with the involvement of methodologist. In our study, we observed significant association between number of authors, year of publication, involvement of methodologist and reporting quality. One possible explanation is the different "subject" of the three studies. In our study, we only focus on dose-response meta-analysis while the others considered different type of meta-analysis. Another reason may be that DRMA is more sophisticated than the traditional meta-analysis, and researchers involved in this type of meta-analyses may have been more aware of systematic review methodology, including reporting.

Our study has several strengths. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that specifically assessed the reporting of dose-response meta-analyses. We included nearly all of the published SR-DRMAs. Thus the findings would be of highly representative. We pre-specified a limited number of variables for exploring association between study characteristics and reporting quality. In addition, we used rigorous analytical approach to address cluster effect in the regression analysis, and conducted sensitivity analyses which showed robustness of findings.

The study has a few limitations. First, the approach we used to measure quality of reporting did not consider relative importance among items (all the items assumed to carry equal weight). Thus, the scoring scheme on reporting may not be optimal. However, there has not been a validated approach to assign weight to each of the item. The current approach may represent the reality one would have face in the exploration of the study characteristics with the reporting. In addition, this approach has been widely used \[[@CR15], [@CR19]--[@CR22]\]. Secondly, our survey excluded SR-DRMAs which involved continuous outcomes. This decision was made mainly because very few SR-DRMAs used a continuous outcome. The finding may thus not be applicable to those SR-DRMAs which reported continuous outcomes and further investigation is warranted. In addition, there was no an existing reporting guideline specific for SR-DRMA, we used the combination of PRISMA and MOOSE statements to assess the reporting quality may be insufficient to map the "real" situations, especially for those DRMAs without systematic review.

Conclusions {#Sec11}
===========

In conclusion, by the current evidence, the reporting of SR-DRMAs on some domains (introduction, results) were generally good, while suboptimal in the methods domain. However, there were the risk that some potential aspects of the reporting for DRMA were not fully covered and requires further investigation. Further efforts are needed to improve the reporting, particularly on several items, such as study protocol and qualifications of searchers. SR-DRMAs involving more authors and methodologists, used of any reporting guideline, and published more recently may be benefited with better reporting quality. It is necessary for methodologists to develop a reporting guideline specific for DRMA.
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